Ref. 9590:
Automatic wrist-watch with ETA-calibre movement 2892-2 with Incabloc shockproof device.
The balance-wheel and the gold-plated movement are visible through the peephole in the case
back. In addition to the normal hour, minute and second functions, this watch has a fourth central
hand and three analogic counters which indicate the day, date, month and a second time zone,
synchronized round the clock. Because this is an automatic wrist-watch, it has to be wound using
the crown before wearing, especially if it has not been worn for more than 36 hours. Once on, the
motion of your wrist will automatically recharge the mechanism.
We advise gentle handling of the winding crown as well as of the four setting buttons, and we
recommend you have the movement checked by an authorized Zeno dealer at least once every
two years. Zeno-Watch Basel guarantees its watches against all manufacturing defects and
recommends that you always consult with an authorized Zeno dealer for any technical assistance.
SETTING THE HOUR AND DATE
To set your watch, we recommend that you read the following instructions carefully and always
carry out the operations in the following order:
Please note: Refrain from setting the date feature or the second time zone when the hour hand is
between 9 pm and 3 am.
Use the winding crown and the appropriate buttons (numbered 1,2,3 and 4 in the diagram) on
both sides of the watch. We recommend the utmost care in pressing the buttons with their
perfectly synchronized mechanism, which can be easily damaged by careless handling.
SETTING THE HOURS AND MINUTES: Use the winding crown to set the hours and
minutes. Pull the crown out gently (6) and turn it backwards or forwards to set the time. When
setting the hours, please note that the date jumps at midnight when the hands have circled the dial
twice. Once the watch is set, push the winding crown back to position 5. TO SET THE DAY
OF THE WEEK: Press button 1 in short bursts until the appropriate day appears. TO SET
THE 24-HOUR SYNCHRONIZATION FEATURE (second time zone): The small hand on
this counter completes a revolution every 24 hours. Keep pressing button 2 to set the appropriate
time zone. TO SET MONTH: Press button 3 until the appropriate month appears. TO SET
THE DATE: Press button 4 until the appropriate date appears. At the end of a month with fewer
than 31 days, set the date straight to 1. Zeno-Watch Basel declines any liability for damage
caused by improper use, carelessness or failure to observe the instructions and advice given in
these instructions.

